Abstract-We consider a practical top-k route problem: given a collection of points of interest (POIs) with rated features and traveling costs between POIs, a user wants to find k routes from a source to a destination, that maximally match her needs on feature preferences and can be completed within a travel cost budget. One challenge is dealing with the personalized diversity requirement where each user has a different trade-off between quantity (the number of POIs with a specified feature) and variety (the coverage of specified features). Another challenge is the large scale of the POI network and the great many alternative routes to search. We model the personalized diversity requirement by the whole class of submodular functions, and present an optimal solution to the top-k route problem through an index structure for retrieving relevant POIs in both feature and route spaces and various strategies for pruning the search space using user preferences and constraints. We also present heuristic solutions and evaluate all the solutions on real life POI network data.
I. INTRODUCTION
The advancement in location-acquisition on mobile devices has triggered a revolution in location based services [1] . One emerging thread is route planning, with applications such as trip recommendation, ride sharing, and intra-city delivery. The majority of current route planning systems focuses on shortest/least cost paths or explores points of interest (POIs) that are popular or geographically close [2] , [3] . Other works [4] , [5] recommend routes based on learnt user's preferences from historical data. The popular travel planner, Google Trips, only suggests day plans traversing famous places or user selected POIs, and it is not able to respond a user's detailed requirement such as a trip containing museum and park. A relatively understudied problem that has many practical applications is that, a user wants to be suggested a small number of routes that best meet her requirements while satisfying certain constraints. Let us consider several such applications.
Scenario 1: A new visitor to Rome wants to well spend the remaining hours before taking the flight back home. She wishes to be recommended a trip, starting from her hotel and ending at the airport, that allows her to visit museums, souvenir shops, and eat at some good Italian restaurants (not necessarily in this order). She values the variety over the number of places visited. For example, a route consisting of one museum, one shop, and one Italian restaurant is preferred to a route consisting of two museums and two shops. Scenario 2: A home seeker wants to plan a route to see open houses that have many of these features: 3 bedrooms, close to schools, and within the 500k budget. Scenario 3: A ride-sharing driver wants to be suggested a sequence of pickups and the route from the previous pickups to the next, to optimize a certain objective that integrates factors factors such as profit and driving conditions and allow him to have dinner in time.
A. Top-k Route Problem
The above examples illustrate some common structures and requirements of various emerging route planning applications. First, the database is a POI map containing a collection of POIs connected by edges weighted by traveling cost between POIs, where each POI has a location and a set of features (e.g., museum, 3 bedroom) with each feature having a numeric or binary rating. The features and ratings on a POI are ubiquitous and easily accessible in the real world. For instance, Foursquare encourages its users to rate a venue with a numeric score on features such as cleanliness and write text Tips. Features and ratings can also be extracted from check-ins and user provided text reviews [6] .
Second, the user wants to find top-k routes through a query Q with several parameters: a pair (x, y) of origin and destination of a route, a weight vector w specifying her personalized weight w h of each feature h, and a budget constraint b on the total travel cost of a route. In addition, each user has a personalized route diversity requirement in terms of the "quantity vs. variety" trade-off for the POIs on a route (i.e., Scenarios 1 and 2), which can be modeled by a carefully chosen aggregation function Φ h for each feature h over the h's scores of the POIs P V on a route P. The match degree of a route P with Q can be defined by a gain function
The top-k routes have the highest Gain(P V ) while satisfying the origin and destination constraints with the cost budget b.
B. Challenges
One challenge of modeling the top-k route problem is choosing a general aggregation function Φ h that can model a range of personalized route diversity requirement. Intuitively, the sum aggregation Φ h returns the sum of the scores on h of all POIs on the input route, whereas the max aggregation Φ h returns the max score on h of all POIs on the input route. These choices present the two extremes of the "quantity vs variety" trade-off, they cannot model the other trade-offs. Consider the POI map in Figure 1 and a query Q specified by x = v 1 , y = v 5 , w = (0.4, 0.6, 0) for (park, museum, food), and b = 18. The sum aggregation prefers the route v 1 → v 6 → v 4 → v 5 , though this route fails to cover the specified feature park. The max aggregation does not distinguish the two routes v 1 → v 3 → v 5 and v 1 → v 2 → v 3 → v 5 , as both have v 1 and v 3 with the maximum score for museum and park respectively, though the latter may be preferred by some user owing to the additional v 2 .
The second challenge is the large search space of the top-k route problem. Even with a single feature, the top-k route problem subsumes the NP-hard orienteering problem [7] . While heuristic solutions could speed up the search, they provide no guarantee on optimality. The complexity of the top-k route problem is practically compounded by the feature space and the route space, which makes it quite meaningful to develop efficient exact algorithms that provide optimal results in reasonable responding time. The key is to push the user's requirements into the search to prune unpromising routes and to speed up the shortest distance computation through precomputed index structures. Furthermore, this approach should work for a wide range of the aggregation function Φ h to model the personalized route diversity requirement.
C. Contributions
For a variety minded user, it is important to cover as many specified features as possible, so a desirable Φ h should diminish the incremental value of an additional POI over a repeating feature h. Such diminishing marginal utility properties can be naturally modeled by a submodular set function Φ h . While submodularity has been widely used in many real world problems such as [8] [9] , to our knowledge it has not been used to model the route diversity requirement as in our problem. Our contributions are as follows.
• We formulate the top-k route problem with the personalized route diversity requirement by a submodular aggregation function Φ h as a query parameter. We show that the power-law function fulfils the submodularity of such Φ h , where the personalized route diversity requirement can be specified by the law parameter. (Section III) • We propose a novel structure to index POIs by both feature scores and travel cost. This component eliminates irrelevant POIs, the expensive I/O access, and travel cost computation at query time. (Section IV)
• We propose an optimal solution, PACER, to the topk route problem. The novelty is the design of various strategies for reducing computation and search space that work for any submodular function Φ h , including a route enumeration strategy that facilitates reuse of computed results, a cost-based pruning strategy that eliminates dominated routes, and an utility-based upper bound pruning strategy. (Section V) • We present two heuristic algorithms that have far smaller search spaces with a good utility. (Section VI) • We evaluate our algorithms analytically and empirically, which suggests that PACER is significantly faster than the state-of-the-art algorithms. (Section VII)
II. RELATED WORKS
Orienteering Problem (OP). OP [7] finds a path, limited in length, that visits some vertices and maximizes the total points collected from the vertices on the path. Arc Orienteering Problem (AOP) [10] associates the utility with edges instead of nodes. Our top-k route problem is an generalization of OP by modeling each node as POI that has features and ratings, and modeling the personalized user preference and diversity requirement. Our problem also generalizes AOP because edge utility can be modeled by inserting a dummy POI on each edge. However, it is not clear that a solution to OP or AOP can solve our problem.
Next POI or Travel Package Recommendation. These works either recommend the POI to be visited next [11] or recommend a set of POIs [12] [13] . They are quite different from our aim that find a route as a sequence of featured POIs.
Trajectory Search. The works in this category require that a database of trajectories is collected, and either retrieve existing (segments of) trajectories that match certain similarity query [14] [15] , or constructs/recommends a route based on segments of trajectories [16] [17] . Our top-k problem assumes a POI map, instead of a trajectory database, for route construction.
Sequential Location Recommendation/Planning. This body of works suggests a POI sequence or a location path to a user. [4] learns from historical travel behaviors and recommends travel routes by sequentially predicting the next location using a Markov model. This approach works only for existing users who have historical data. [18] , [5] interactively plans a route based on user feedback or selection. Our approach specifies the desired routes through a user query, without requiring historical data or interactive feedbacks from the user.
Several works recommend a route by maximizing certain user satisfaction. [19] assumes that each POI has a single type and searches for a route with POIs following a pre-determined order of types. [20] allows the user to specify a minimum number of POI types, instead of exact types, in a route.
[21] uses user's historical photos to estimate personalized ratings and stay time on POIs. [22] estimates temporal-based user preferences. None of these works considers user-specific feature preferences or queries like ours.
[23] finds a route that maximizes the number of POI having the desired keywords given a distance threshold. [24] constructs an optimal route covering user-specified categories of locations. Since the coverage is through containing the keyword associated with locations, visiting one park is considered as good as visiting two parks. Neither of them addresses personalized diversity requirement of users.
[25], perhaps most related to our work, adopts a keyword coverage function to measure the degree to which a set of query keywords are covered by a route, similar to ours. However, their pruning strategies are designed specifically for their specific keyword coverage function. Thus their work does not address the personalized route diversity requirement where a different submodular function may be required for each user. Our pruning strategies depend on the submodularity of the function Φ h , but not the specific form of Φ h ; thus, our approach supports the personalized route diversity requirement. Finally [25] produces a single route and its empirical performance does not surpass the brute-force method by much.
III. PRELIMINARY
We formally define the problem studied in this paper. Table  I summarizes the notations frequently used throughout the paper. The variables in bold-face are vectors or matrices.
A. Problem Statement
is a directed/undirected and connected graph, where V is a set of geo-tagged POI nodes and E ⊆ V × V is a set of edges between nodes (i, j), i, j ∈ V. H is a set of features on POIs. F ∈ R |V|×|H| denotes the POI-feature matrix, where F i,h ∈ [0, β] is the rating on a feature h for the POI i. Each POI i ∈ V is associated with a staying cost s i . Each edge e i,j ∈ E has a travel cost t i,j .
The choices of s i and t i,j depend on applications and can be time, expenses, or other cost.
Definition 2:
[Routes] A route P is a path x → · · · i · · · → y in G from the origin x to the destination y through a sequence of non-repeating POIs i except possibly x = y. P V denotes the set of POIs on P. T i,j denotes the least traveling cost from i to the next visited j, where i, j are not necessarily adjacent in the POI map. The cost of P is defined as
A route P contains only the POIs i that the user actually "visits" by consuming the staying time at i. Each i → j on a route is a path from i to j with the least traveling cost T i,j . Any POI on such a path other than i and j serves an intermediate node to go from i to j and will not be visited by the user. The staying times at x and/or y can be either considered or ignored depending on the user choice. The latter case can be modeled by setting s x = s y = 0.
At the minimum, the user has an origin x and a destination y for a route, not necessarily distinct, and a budget b on the cost of the route. In addition, the user may want the POIs to have certain features specified by a |H|-dimensional vector w with w h being the weight of feature h, where 1 ≤ h ≤ |H|. w h ∈ [0, 1] and Σ h w h = 1. The user can also specify a filtering 
POI map G with node set V and edge set E H feature set on POIs si staying cost on POI i ∈ V F ∈ R |V|×|H| POI-feature matrix F i,h the rating on feature h ∈ H for POI i ti,j the traveling cost on edge ei,j ∈ E Ti,j the least traveling cost from any POI i to any j P, PV route P with the included POI set PV
user query with parameters: x and y -source and destination location b -travel cost budget w ∈ R |H| -feature preference vector θ ∈ R |H| -filtering vector on feature ratings Φ -feature aggregation functions VQ POI candidates set retrieved by Q n size of VQ
gain of a route P given query Q topK the found top-k routes vector θ so that F i,h is set to 0 if it is less than θ h .F i,h denotes F i,h after this filtering. Finally, the user may specify a route diversity requirement through a feature aggregation function vector Φ, with Φ h for each feature h. Φ h (P V ) returns the aggregated rating on feature h over the POIs in P V .
Definition 3: [Query and Gain]
A user query Q is a 6-tuple (x, y, b, w, θ, Φ). A route P is valid if it starts from x and ends at y, and cost(P) ≤ b. The gain of P w.r.t. Q is
Note that only the specification of x, y, b is required; the specification of w, θ, Φ is optional, and if not provided by a user, their default choices can be used. Gain(P V , Q) is a set function and all routes P that differ only in the order of POIs have the same Gain, and the order of POIs affects only cost(P). Among all routes having the same POI set, we consider only the route having the smallest cost(P).
Definition 4: [Top-k route problem] Given a query Q and an integer k, find (construct) k valid routes P that have different POI sets P V and the highest Gain(P V , Q) (if ties, ranked by cost(P)). The k routes are denoted by topK.
In the rest of the paper, we use Gain(P V ) for Gain(P V , Q).
B. Submodular Function Φ h
To address the personalized route diversity requirement, we consider a submodular Φ h to model the diminishing marginal utility as more POIs with feature h are added to a route. A set function f :
The next theorem follows from [26] and the fact that Gain(P V ) is a nonnegative linear combination of Φ h .
Theorem 1: If Φ h (P V ) is nonnegative, monotone and submodular, so is Gain(P V ). We aim to provide a general solution to the top-k route problem for the whole class of nonnegative, monotone and submodular Φ h , which model various personalized route diversity requirement. To illustrate the modeling power of such Φ h , for example, consider Φ h defined by the power law function
where R h (i) returns the rank of POI i on the rating of feature h among all the POIs in P V (the largest value ranks the first), and α h ∈ [0, +∞) is the power law exponent for feature
for all existing POIs i will change when a new POI j is added to the route P, so it is incorrect to compute the new Φ h (P V ) by simply adding the marginal brought by j to existing value of Φ h (P V ). For ease of presentation, we drop the subscript h and use α for α h in the rest of the paper. Figure 2 shows how R h (i) −α varies as the rank increases for different α. Note that the sum aggregation (α = 0) and the max aggregation (α = ∞) are the special cases. In general, a larger α > 0 means that the lower ranked POIs have a faster diminishing factor for their feature ratingsF i,h , i.e., a diminishing incremental value on h. Hence, Eqn. (3) supports a spectrum of diversity requirement ranging from the sum aggregation to the max aggregation through the setting of α. Theorem 2: Φ h (P V ) defined in Eqn. (3) is nonnegative, monotone and submodular.
Proof: The nonnegativity and monotonicity of Φ h (P V ) in Eqn. (3) is straightforward. We show its submodularity below.
Let X and Y be the set of POIs contained in two routes, and X ⊆ Y . The POIs in X and Y are arranged in descending
. It suffices to show ∆X ≥ ∆Y . If X = Y , the proof is straightforward. Thus, we assume X ⊂ Y . We also assume that Y contains exactly one more POI than X, say y. The general case of containing l > 1 POIs can be proved by repeating the argument for the assumed case l times. Besides, we assume v has feature h; otherwise, F v,h = 0, then ∆X ≥ ∆Y is always true.
Given v with feature h, the rank of an existing POI i is reduced after inserting v ifF i,h <F v,h . Thus, ∆X or ∆Y consists of two parts, i.e., the increment brought in by v, and the decrement of existing POIs caused by their reduced ranks. As Y includes one extra POI y compared to X, v's rank in X ′ and Y ′ can only have the following two cases. 
After the insertion of v, the ranks of the POIs ranked higher than v remain unchanged, but the rank of each POI ranked lower than v falls by one. Thus, let X j (resp. X ′ j ) denote the POI whose rank on feature h is j in X (resp.
By this analogy, we get ∆X(p + i) > ∆Y (p + 1 + i) for the subsequent ranks. Hence, ∆X > ∆Y .
In the rest of the paper, we assume that Φ h is nonnegative, monotone, and submodular, so is Gain(P V ) (Theorem 1). The top-k route problem is NP-hard, as it subsumes two NP-hard problems, i.e., the submodular maximization problem and the orienteering problem. Thus, for a POI map, the feature space and path space must be carefully indexed, and novel search strategies are necessary to prune unpromising sub-spaces as much as possible. We first consider an indexing strategy in Section IV and then consider search strategies in Section V.
IV. OVERVIEW AND INDEXING
Our algorithm has the offline component and the online component. Before processing any query, the offline component builds the indices based on the POI map for speeding up POI selection and travel cost computation. The online component responds to the user query Q with POI Candidates Retrieval that retrieves the sub-indices relevant to Q, and Routes Finding that searches for the top-k routes using the sub-indices. In this section, we explain the offline component and POI Candidates Retrieval of the online component. Routes Finding will be presented in later sections.
A. Offline: Indexing
The POI map data is stored on disk. To answer user queries rapidly with low I/O access and speed up travel cost computation, we build two indices, FI and HI stored on disk.
FI is an inverted index mapping each feature h to a list of POIs having non-zero rating on h. An entry (v i , F i,h ) indicates the feature rating F i,h for POI v i , sorted in descending order of F i,h . FI helps retrieving the POIs related to the features specified by a query.
The least traveling cost T i,j between arbitrary two POIs i and j is frequently required in the online component. To compute T i,j efficiently, we employ the 2-hop labeling [27] for point-to-point shortest distance querying on weighted graphs. [27] shows scalable results for finding 2-hop Labels for both unweighted and weighted graphs. Our HI index is built using 2-hop Labels generated by their algorithm.
HI. For an undirected graph, there is one list of pivot labels for each node v i , where each label (u, d) contains a pivot node u and the traveling cost d between v i and u. HI(v i ) denotes the list of labels for v i , sorted in the ascending order of d. According to [27] , T i,j between v i and v j is computed by
The FI and HI for the POI map in Figure 1 are shown in Figure 3 . For example, to compute T 2,5 , we search for the common pivot nodes u from the pivot label lists of v 2 and v 5 and find that v 3 is the pivot node that minimizes the traveling cost between v 2 and v 5 , so T 2,5 = 5 + 1 = 6.
In the case of a directed graph, each POI v i will have two lists of labels in HI, HI(v 
B. Online: POI Candidates Retrieval
Given a query Q, the first thing is to retrieve the POI candidates V Q that are likely to be used in the routes finding part. In particular, the POIs that do not contain any feature in the preference vector w or do not pass any threshold in θ will never be used, nor the ones that cannot be visited on the way from the source x to the destination y within the budget b. This is implemented by retrieving the query specific sub-indices FI Q from FI and HI Q from HI. Figure 4 illustrates how the retrieval works for a query
where the weights in w are for (Park, Museum, Food), and α is the power low exponent in Eqn. (3) . Here the elements in each vector θ and α have the same value for all features. FI Q , a sub-index of FI, is retrieved using w and θ. w directly locates the lists for the user preferred (with w h > 0) features, i.e., Park and Museum. θ is used to cut off lower rated POIs on the sorted lists indicated by red scissors.
HI Q , a sub-index of HI, is then formed by retrieving the lists for each POI in V Q and also those for x and y, and b is used to cut off the sorted lists, indicated by red scissors. We also check whether a POI i in current V Q is actually reachable by checking the single-point visit cost: if s x +T x,i +s i +T i,y + s y > b, we remove i from V Q and remove its list from HI Q , as indicated by the blue shading. The final POI candidates in V Q are typically much less than that in the original V.
FI Q and HI Q are retrieved only once and kept in memory. 
V. FINDING OPTIMAL ROUTES
We now present the second part of the online component, i.e., the algorithm for finding top-k routes based on the extracted POI candidate set V Q and the sub-indices FI Q and HI Q . The algorithm design has two goals in mind: i. prune unpromising routes as aggressively as possible while preserving the optimality of the top-k answers; ii. ensure that the pruning strategies are applicable to the whole class of nonnegative, monotone and submodular aggregation functions Φ h . We propose a novel algorithm, called Prefix bAsed Compact statEs gRowth (PACER), to incorporate the idea of memoization (a variation of dynamic programming) [28] and fuse a costbased pruning strategy and a gain-based pruning strategy in an unified way. First, we introduce several terminologies.
A route P is associated with several variables: P V , Gain(P V ), the ending POI end(P), and cost(P). If x is not visited (not consume the stay time), s x andF x,h for every h are set to 0; the same is applied to y. A POI sequence is an open route if it starts from x and visits several POIs other than y; it is a closed route if it starts from x and ends at y. The initial open route includes only x. An open route P is feasible if its closed form P → y satisfies cost(P → y) ≤ b. In the following discussion, P denotes either an open route or a closed route. An open route P − with ending POI i can be extended into a longer open route P = P − → j by a POI j ∈ P − V ∪ {y}. The variables for P are updated by
Next, we present our enumeration and pruning strategies, followed by the algorithm and the complexity analysis.
A. Compact State Growth with Memoization
Compact states C. P V and Gain(P V ) depend on the POI set of the route P but are independent of how the POIs are ordered. Therefore, we can group all open routes sharing the same P V as a compact state, denoted as C, and let C L denote the list of open routes having C as the POI set. C is associated with the following fields:
Gain(C) : the gain of routes grouped by C C L : ∀P ∈ C L , end(P), cost(P).
These information is cached in a hash map with C as the key. We assume that the POIs in V Q are arranged in the lexicographical order of POI IDs. The compact states are enumerated as the subsets of V Q represented by the nodes of a tree. x is included in every compact state, so we omit x. Figure 5 shows a compact state enumeration tree for V Q = {A, B, C, D}, excluding x and y. Each capital letter represents a POI, each node represents a compact state. We define the set of POIs that precede i, in the above order, in a POI set as the prefix of a POI i. The compact states are generated in a specific prefix-first depth-first manner so that longer open routes are extended from earlier computed shorter ones. Initially, the root is labeled by the empty set ∅. A child node C of the current node C − is generated by appending a POI i that precedes any POIs in C − to the front of C − , and all child nodes are arranged by the order of i. For example, Node 7 {ABC} is generated as a child node of Node 6 {BC} by appending A to the front of {BC} because A precedes B and C.
The routes in C L are generated by extending the cached routes in the compact states C −j = C \ {j} where j ∈ C. There are |C| such C −j . At node C, we generate each open route P = P − → j by selecting the routes P − from each C −j L and append j at the end, and compute the gain and cost of each P based on the accessed information for C −j from the hash map. P is kept in C L if it is feasible.
For example, to generate the open routes at the node {ABC}, we access the cached open routes at nodes {AB}, {AC} and {BC} and append the missing POI as the ending POI. {AB} → C represents all the open routes that have C as the ending POI and A and B as the first two POIs in any order, i.e., x → A → B → C and x → B → A → C. Note that there is no need to materialize the entire tree in memory, but materialize only the current expanded branch of the tree.
A closed route P → y for each P ∈ C L is used to update the top-k routes topK. If C L is empty, this compact state is not kept. If no compact state is expandable, we stops the enumeration and yield the final topK. Section V-D will give the detailed algorithm. Note that C L can include |C|! open routes and enumerating all the routes can be very expensive. We present two strategies to prune unpromising routes.
B. Cost-based Pruning Strategy
Pruning-1: cost dominance pruning. Consider two feasible open routes P and P ′ . We say P dominates P ′ if they have the identical POI set and the same ending POI and P has no more cost than P ′ . Thus, if we can produce an extended route P ′ →P, we can also produce an extended route P →P using the same extensionP, and the latter has a cost no larger than the former. Note that P and P ′ not only have the same POI set, but also have the same ending POI. Hence, at the compact state C, when generating P = P
open routes may not lead to the topk closed routes due to the too small gain. Our next strategy further prunes unpromising dominating routes.
C. Gain-based Pruning Strategy
We can extend a dominating open route P step by step using the remaining budget ∆b = b − cost(P) into a closed route P →P with the gain Gain(P V ∪P V ). The POIs used for extension at each step should be reachable from the current end(P), therefore, chosen from the set
where i is an unvisited POI other than y. T end(P),i and T i,y can be computed with the help of HI Q . The marginal gain by concatenatingP to the existing P is
Let P →P * denote the P →P with the highest gain. If P →P * ranks lower than the current k-th top routes topK[k], P is not promising and all the open routes extended from P can be pruned. This motivates the next pruning strategy.
Pruning-2: marginal gain upper bound pruning. Findinĝ P * can be as hard as finding an optimal route from scratch, so we seek to estimate an upper bound U P of the marginal gain ∆Gain(P V |P V ), such that if Gain(P V ) + U P is less than the gain of the current topK[k], P is not promising, thus, P and all its extensions can be pruned without affecting the optimality. We call this marginal gain upper bound pruning. As more routes are enumerated, the gain of the current topK[k] increases and this pruning becomes more powerful.
The challenge is that it is hard to estimate the cost of the extended partP without knowing the order of the POIs. As ∆Gain(P V |P V ) is independent of the order of the POIs, we can ignore the order and estimate the "route cost" by the "set cost", i.e., the sum of some cost c(i) of each POI i on the remaining route, where c(i) is no larger than i's actual cost if it is included on the remaining route. We define c(i) as:
where t j,i is the cost on an in-edge e j,i and t i,k is the cost on an out-edge e i,k . Since the order of POIs is ignored, it is easy to verify that min ensures the above property of c(i). For end(P) and the destination y, their cost is "one-sided", i.e., c(end(P)) = min(t end(P),k )/2 and c(y) = s y + min(t j,y )/2, with c(end(P)) has no s i . (This "set cost" can further approach the "route cost" by replacing t j,i and t i,k with T j,i and T i,k , respectively, and choosing j and k from U, but finding min(T j,i ) and min(T i,k ) will incur the computation cost.) The remaining task of estimating U P becomes optimizing the following problem:
where U is defined in Eqn. (8) and B = ∆b − c(end(P)).
Note that S should include y becauseP is ended with y. Let ∆Gain(S * |P V ) denote the maximum of ∆Gain(S|P V ). As c(i) and c(end(P)) are no larger than their actual costs onP, ∆Gain(S * |P V ) ≥ ∆Gain(P V |P V ) for anyP. Thus, using ∆Gain(S * |P V ) as U P never loses the optimality. To solve Eqn. (11), we first show the properties of ∆Gain(P V |P V ).
Theorem 3: Assume that Φ h 's are nonnegative, monotone, and submodular. For any given open route P and the extended part of routeP, ∆Gain(P V |P V ) is a nonnegative, monotone, submodular, and polynomially computable function onP V .
Proof: We only show that ∆Gain(P V |P V ) is submodular onP V , as the proof of other properties is straightforward. According to [26] , if a set function g : 2 V → R is submodular, and X, Y ⊂ V are any disjoint sets, the residual function f : 2 Y → R defined as f (S) = g(S ∪ X) − g(X) is also submodular. Since Gain is submodular (Theorem 1) and since P V and U are disjoint, ∆Gain(P V |P V ) = Gain(P V ∪P V )− Gain(P V ) is residual onP V , thus, is submodular.
Apparently, Eqn. (11) is a submodular maximization problem, which unfortunately is also NP-hard [26] and there is no polynomial time exact algorithm for it unless N P = P . Thus, we switch to estimate the upper bound of ∆Gain(S * |P V ). [29] showed that there exists a polynomial time greedy algorithm, presented in [30] , that obtain an approximate solution ∆Gain(S ′ |P V ) for the above problem with approximation ratio of 1 − e −1 . Then the upper bound of ∆Gain(S * |P V ) is achieved by ∆Gain(S ′ |P V )/(1 − e −1 ). However, the greedy algorithm runs in Ω(B|U| 4 ), where B is defined in Eqn. (11) . A simplified version of this algorithm runs in O(B|U|) but only achieve the approximation ratio of (1 − e −1 ), can be stated in advance before running the actual algorithm. Compared to the offline bounds, the authors in [31] showed that they can use the submodularity to acquire a tight online bound for arbitrary given solutionŜ (Ŝ is obtained using any algorithm) to the problem of maximizing a submodular set function subject to a cost constraint. They empirically show that this bound is much tighter than the bound Theorem 4 measures how far ∆Gain(Ŝ|P V ) for any given setŜ is from the optimum ∆Gain(S * |P V ). As our purpose is estimating the upper bound of ∆Gain(S * |P V ), we letŜ = ∅. Then ∆Gain(Ŝ|P V ) = 0 and δ i = ∆Gain({i}|P V ). Hence,
U P is computed without running a greedy algorithm. We also empirically proved that this online bound in Eqn. (13) outperforms the offline bounds on both tightness and computational cost. Thus, we finally choose the online bound.
D. Algorithm

Algorithm 1: PACER(C − , I) (Recursive funcion)
Required : Q = (x, y, b, w, θ, Φ), V Q , FI Q and HI Q to compute Gain(C) and cost(P), and k Parameters: compact state C − and the set of POIs I for extending C
−
Output
: a priority queue topK
Compute U P using Eqn. (13);
UpdateTopK(C L , topK);
13 PACER(C, prefix of i in I);
PACER(C − , I) in Algorithm 1 incorporates the above compact state enumeration and pruning strategies. The global input is a query Q, V Q , FI Q and HI Q used to compute Gain(C) and cost(P) as in Eqn. (6) , and an integer k. The output is a priority queue storing the topK results. PACER(C − , I) recursively enumerates the subtree at the current compact state C − with the POI set I available for extending C − . The initial call is PACER(∅, V Q ), when only x is included.
As explained in Section V-A, Line 1 -3 extends C − by each i in the set I in order, creating the child node C and computing Gain(C). Lines 4 -11 generate the dominating and promising open routes C L . Specifically, each j ∈ C is selected as the ending POI and the rest POIs C −j is a previously computed compact state. It finds the dominating route P − in C −j L (Line 6). This corresponds to Pruning-1. P is further considered only if it is feasible. Pruning-2 is applied to check if the sum of Gain(C) and the estimated upper bound of the marginal gain is no less than the gain of the k-th route in topK (Lines 9 -11) and if so, P is inserted into C L . After C L is finalized, the closed route P → y for an open route P in C L such that P → y has the least cost is chosen to update topK (Line 12). The information of the new compact state C, as in Eqn. (7), is added to the hash map. At last, C is extended recursively with the POIs in the prefix of i in I (Line 13).
Let us summarize the good properties of PACER as follows. Properties of PACER. First, PACER relies on Φ h being nonnegative, monotone, and submodular, but is independent of any form of Φ h . This is important for dealing with the personalized diversity requirement. Second, PACER enumerates open routes as compact states in a prefix-first depthfirst order, which enables constructing the open routes at C incrementally from those at C \ {i}, i.e., memoization. Third, each compact state represents at most |C| dominating feasible open routes, instead of |C|! routes, i.e., Pruning-1. Fourth, only the dominating feasible open routes that have an estimated maximum achieved gain no less than that of the current topK[k] are kept, i.e., Pruning-2. This pruning is tightened up as more closed routes are enumerated.
E. Complexity Analysis
One reasonable measure of computational complexity is the number of routes examined. Two main factors having the impact on the number of routes examined are the size of the POI candidate set, i.e., |V Q |, and the maximum length of routes examined (excluding x and y), i.e., the maximum |P|. Let n and p denote these parameters, respectively. p ≪ n. We analyze PACER relatively to the brute-force search and a state-of-the-art approximation solution.
PACER. The compact states on the l-th level of the enumeration tree compute the routes containing l POIs, and thanks to Pruning-1, there are at most n l compact states on level l and each represents at most l routes, each computed only once. Thus, with p ≪ n and the Pascal's rule [32] , the number of routes examined is at most
Therefore, the computation cost of PACER is O(
If Pruning-2 is also enabled and prunes the γ percent of the routes examined by PACER with Pruning-1, the computation cost of PACER is O((1 − γ)
Brute-force algorithm (BF). The brute-force algorithm based on the breadth-first expansion examines O( n! (n−p)! ) routes, which is (p − 1)! times of that for PACER with only Pruning-1. In general, the next POI visited in a route does not have to be an immediate neighbor of the previous one.
Approximation algorithm (AP). [33] proposed a quasipolynomial time approximation algorithm for the Orienteering Problem. AP can be modified to solve our problem. It produces a single route with the approximation ratio ⌈log p⌉ + 1 at the computation cost O ((2n · b) log p ). An improved version reduces the cost to O((n · OP T · log b) log p ), where OP T is an estimated upper bound on the optimal Gain. However, both costs remain expensive if b or OP T has many discrete values. For example, for b = 512 minutes, n = 50, p = 8 and OP T = 10.0 (100 discrete values with the single decimal point precision), the computation cost for the improved version is (50·100·log 512) log 8 = 9.11×10 13 . [34] noted that AP took more than 10 4 seconds for a small graph with 22 nodes. In comparison, the computation cost of PACER with Pruning-1 given by Eqn. (14) is only 50 × 50 7 = 4.99 × 10
9 . This cost is further reduced by Pruning-2. PACER finds the optimal top-k routes whereas AP only finds single approximate solution. We will experimentally compare PACER with AP.
VI. HEURISTIC SOLUTIONS
Although PACER employs carefully designed enumeration and pruning strategies, it remains expensive when the constraints are too loose, such as a large cost budget b and a large POI candidate set V Q . We need either approximation or heuristic algorithms to further limit the search space when such extreme cases arise. The state-of-art approximation algorithm [33] as mentioned above is shown practically not scalable. Therefore, in this section, we design two heuristics.
State collapse heuristic. The cost dominance pruning in PACER keeps at most l open routes for a compact state representing a set of l POIs (excluding x and y). A more aggressive pruning is to keep only a single open at each compact state, i.e., the one with the least cost, with the heuristic that this route likely visits more POIs. Clearly, this heuristic no longer guarantees the optimality but can produce k routes. We denote this heuristic algorithm by PACER-SC, where SC stands for "State Collapsing".
Let n and p be defined as in Section V-E. The number of examined routes is no more than the number of nodes in the enumeration tree, i.e., p l=1 n l . Still, with p ≪ n, we have
The computation cost is O( n p ), which is around 1/p of that for PACER in Eqn. (14) . With Pruning-2 enabled in PACER-SC, this computation cost reduces to O((1 − γ) n p ). Greedy algorithm. PACER-SC's computation complexity remains exponential in the route length p. Our next greedy algorithm runs in polynomial time. It starts with the initial route x → y and iteratively inserts an unvisited POI i to the current route to maximize the marginal gain/cost ratio
where C denotes the set of POIs on the current route. It inserts i between two adjacent POIs in the current route so that the total cost of the resulting route is minimized. The term T x,i + T i,y constrains the selected POIs i to be those not too far away from the two end points. The expansion process is repeated until the budget b is used up. The algorithm only produces a single route and examines O(pn) routes because each insertion will consider at most n unvisited POIs.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We evaluated the proposed algorithms on two real life data on a Ubuntu 16.04.1 LTS machine with Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-3770 CPU @ 3.40 GHz and 16G of RAM. All algorithms were implemented in C++.
A. Experimental Setup 1) Datasets:
Singapore denotes the Foursquare check-in data collected in Singapore, and Austin denotes the Gowalla check-in data collected in Austin, previously used in [25] . Singapore has 189,306 check-ins at 5,412 locations by 2,321 users, and Austin has 201,525 check-ins at 6,176 locations by 4,630 users. Same as suggested in [24] , [25] , we built an edge between two locations if they were visited on the same date by the same user. The POI map for Singapore has 1,625 locations, and that for Austin has 2,609 locations. The locations not connected by edges were ignored. We filled in the edge costs t i,j by querying the traveling time in minute using Google Maps API under driving mode. The average t i,j for Singapore is 16.24 minutes and for Austin is 11.12 minutes. The staying time s i were generated following the Gaussian distribution, s i ∼ N (µ, σ 2 ), with mean µ = 1.5 hours and standard deviation σ = 0.25 hours. All costs are in minute.
We extracted 202 and 252 unique features, respectively, for Singapore and Austin based on the user mentioned features at check-ins, as suggested in [25] . The rating of a feature h on POI i is calculated by
where N C h (i) is the number of check-ins at POI i containing the feature h, S h is the set of POIs containing h, β is the maximum feature rating and is set to β = 5 for both data sets.
is the average number of check-ins on h. This calculation scales the middle value β 2 by the ratio of a POI's check-in count to the average check-in count on h.
2) Algorithms: We compared the following algorithms. BF is the brute-force method as mentioned in Section V-E. PACER+1 is our optimal algorithm in Section V with only Pruning-1 (cost dominance pruning) enabled. PACER+2 enables both Pruning-1 and Pruning-2 (marginal gain upper bound pruning). PACER-SC is the state collapse algorithm in Section VI. GR is the greedy algorithm in Section VI. AP is the approximation algorithm proposed by [33] (see Section V-E). A* is the A* algorithm proposed by [25] . Since A* works only for its specific keyword coverage function, it is not compared until Section VII-D where we adapt our submodular aggregation function to their coverage function. For a fair comparison, all algorithms use the extracted subindices in Section IV-B to reduce I/O access and the search space. Note that BF, PACER+1, PACER+2 and A* produce an exact solution and PACER-SC, GR, and AP produce an greedy or approximate solution.
3) Queries: A query Q has the six parameters x, y, b, w, θ, Φ. For concreteness, we choose Φ h in Eqn. (3) with α controlling the diversity of POIs on a desired route. We assume θ h and α h are the same for all features h. For Singapore, we set x as Singapore Zoo and y as Nanyang Technological University; and for Austin, we set x as UT Austin and y as Four Seasons Hotel Austin.
For each data set, we generated 50 weight vectors w to model the feature preferences of 50 users as follows. First, we draw the number of features for w, m, from an uniform distribution, i.e., m ∼ U (1, 4) . Then, we draw m features h following the probability distributions:
and S h are defined in Eqn. (17) . For each selected feature h, Let H Q be the set of selected
. Finally, we consider b ∈ {4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9} in hours, θ ∈ {0, 1.25, 2.5, 3.75}, and α ∈ {0, 0.5, 1, 2} with the default settings in bold face. For each setting of b, θ, α, we generated 50 queries Q = (x, y, b, w, θ, α) using the 50 vectors w above. b here is in hours, therefore, b = 5 specifies the budget of 300 mins.
We first study the effect of indexing (Section VII-B), and then evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithms (Section VII-C), finally we compare with the A* algorithm (Section VII-D).
B. Effect of Indexing
The POI Candidate Retrieval (Section IV-B) extracts two sub-indices and the POI candidate set V Q relevant to the query Q. The search space for Q is largely determined by the size of V Q , denoted by n below. Table II compares the average n for the 50 queries Q for each setting of θ with α and b fixed at their default settings. Compared to the number of POIs in the original data, i.e., 1625 for Singapore and 2609 for Austin, the significantly reduced POI candidate set paves the way for subsequent efficient online route search. 
C. Performance Study
We evaluate all algorithms under various settings of (b, θ, α) chosen from the ranges mentioned above. In particular, we evaluate Gain, CPU runtime, and search space in the number of examined open routes for processing a query, and report the average for the 50 queries (i.e., vectors w) under each setting of (b, θ, α). GR and AP cannot produce top-k routes for k > 1, thus, we first set k = 1 in order to compare all algorithms. The impact of k will be presented in Section VII-C4. Figure 6 and 7 report the experiments for Singapore and Austin, respectively. Each row corresponds to various settings of one of b, θ, α while fixing the other two at the default settings. OPTIMAL denotes the same optimal gain of PACER+2, PACER+1 and BF. We terminated an algorithm for a given query after it runs for 1 hour or runs out of memory, and used the label beside a data point to indicate the percentage of finished queries. If more than an half of the queries were terminated, no data point is shown. PACER+1's search space is two orders of magnitude smaller than that of BF, thanks to the compact state enumeration strategy and the cost dominance pruning. PACER+2 is the best among all the exact algorithms. In comparing PACER+2 against PACER+1, there is one order of magnitude speedup in runtime and two orders of magnitude reduction in search space. This clearly demonstrates the additional pruning power of the Gain based upper bound pruning. PACER-SC trades optimality for efficiency. Surprisingly, as shown in Figure 6c and 7c, PACER-SC performs quite well with Gain being close to that of OPTIMAL.
GR always finishes in less than 10 −2 seconds. For Singapore, the achieved gain is worse than that of OPTIMAL, whereas for Austin, the difference is small. This is because the source x and destination y for Singapore are relatively remote to the central city. GR will greedily select a POIs i not too far away from x and y, thus, many POIs with possibly higher feature ratings located in the central city are less likely to be chosen, which results in the larger gap of Gain for Singapore. In contrast, x and y for Austin are in the downtown area and this situation is avoided in most cases.
2) Impact of of filtering threshold θ: Figure 6d -6f and 7d -7f show the performance versus the threshold θ. When θ = 0, there is no feature cut-off. As θ becomes larger, the size of POI candidate set is reduced and all the algorithms run faster. The majority of the experiments for AP cannot finish and its results are not shown. The study suggests that a reasonable value of θ, e.g., 2.5, reduces the searching cost greatly while having little loss on the quality of the found routes.
3) Impact of diversity parameter α: Figure 6g -6i and 7g -7i show the results for various settings of α that represent user's diversity requirements on the route. PACER+2 and PACER-SC are slightly affected. As α increases, the marginal return diminishes faster and Φ h behaves more towards the max aggregation. In this case, Pruning-2 becomes less effective. When α = 0, Eqn. (3) becomes the sum aggregation and both the value of Gain and the difference between OPTIMAL and GR reach the maximum. We emphasize that it does not make sense to compare the Gain value under different settings of α; in fact, a different setting of α values things differently. Figure 8 evaluates the effectiveness of our power law function in Eqn. (3) for modeling the personalized route diversity requirement. We run two queries on Singapore, one with α = 0.5, which specifies a diversity requirement, and one with α = 0, which specifies the usual sum aggregation. The other query parameters are the same. The figures show the best routes found for each query, with the POIs on a route labeled sequentially as A, B · · · . The red dots represent the source x and destination y. The route for α = 0.5 covers all specified features, i.e., two POIs for each feature, while maximizing the total Gain. While the route for α = 0 has four parks out of five POIs, due to the higher weight of Park in w. Although the Gain value of the second route, i.e., 8.66, is higher than that of the first route, i.e., 7.34, it is less preferred by a user who values diversity. In fact, the second route's Gain value when evaluated using α = 0.5 is only 6.60.
4) Impact of k:
We vary k in range [1, 100] while fixing b, θ, α at the default values and run the algorithms, except GR and AP, on both datasets. As k only influences the gain-based pruning, the performance of BF and PACER+1 are unchanged. For PACER+2 and PACER-SC, the change is limited (less than 10% slower for k = 10 and less than 25% slower for k = 100). Because when k is small, the Gain of the k-th best route is usually not far away to that of the best route, thus, the marginal gain upper bound pruning is not seriously influenced. We omit the figures about varying k due to limited space. Discussion. As is shown, in fact our exact algorithm PACER practically runs much faster than the state-of-art approximation algorithm with a theoretical approximation guarantee. Therefore in real applications, when budget b and |V Q | are not large, we prefer PACER that returns best solutions in reasonable responding time. When b and |V Q | are relatively large, we switch to the collapse heuristic version of PACER, which sacrifices the optimality a little bit but runs much faster. And when b and |V Q | are very large, we switch to the fastest greedy algorithm, which can usually return an acceptable solution.
D. Comparison with A*
A* [25] only works for their keyword coverage function: Φ h (P V ) = 1 − i∈PV [1 −F i,h ], and finds single route. In [25] ,F i,h is in the range [0, 1] and it is set to 1 if the number of check-ins on POI i for feature h is above average. In this case, the single POI in P yields the maximum Φ h (P V ) value; the feature h of other POIs will not be considered. To compare our algorithm with A*, we set β = 0.5 in Eqn. (17) . To speed up A* and for a fair comparison, we also equip A* with our indices for POI Candidate retrieval. Note that the maximum budget b in [25] is 15 kilometers in their efficiency study, which is about 20 minutes by Google Maps under driving mode, much smaller than our settings of 4 to 9 hours. Figure 9 shows the comparison between PACER+2 and the modified A* on both datasets. The report of Gain is omitted as they are both exact algorithms. PACER+2 outperforms A*, especially for a large b. Several queries of A* on Austin even failed for b = 9 hours. Although A* has a pruning strategy specifically for their keyword coverage function, the search strategy itself is a bottleneck. Besides, their gainbased pruning is based on the greedy algorithm presented in [30] with a bound looser than our online bound. In fact, the experiments in [25] showed that A* is just 2-3 times faster than the brute-force algorithm. In contrast, our algorithm enables a dynamic programming based search method and multiple pruning strategies, making the search space much smaller than that of the brute-force algorithm, as shown in Section V-E.
VIII. CONCLUSION AND EXTENSIONS
We considered a personalized top-k route search problem. The large scale of POI maps and the combination of search in feature space, spatial space, and path space make this problem computationally hard. The personalized route diversity requirement further demands a solution that works for any reasonable route diversity specification. We presented an exact solution to address these challenges through multiple pruning strategies that are applicable to the whole class of diversity requirements corresponding to the class of submodular functions. The analytical and empirical evaluation suggested that our solutions are significantly faster than the state-of-the-art algorithms. We also presented high-performance heuristic solutions.
We introduce several possible extensions of this work. Feature order constraints. Some user may have certain order preference of the features in a route, e.g., at least one POI with feature "Food" should be visited before the POIs with "Shopping". All this kind of feature partial orders can be represented by a topological sorting. Once an open route violates any order constraint, the violation cannot be removed by appending more POIs to its end, thus, it is safe to prune all the routes that are extension of the open route. That is, the order constraints are anti-monotone. Our algorithms presented in Sections V and VI can be easily adopted to prune the search space for any additional anti-monotone constraint.
Feature combination requirements. The following (not limited to) features combination requirements may be interesting in real application. i. Two POIs having the same feature A cannot be visited consecutively; ii. Either both feature A and B are visited, or none is visited; iii. Exactly only one of A and B is visited, cannot both. With these constraints, less routes are satisfied, thus, extra pruning is introduced.
